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An immersion blender Which includes a motor housing and 
an elongate shaft housing extending from the motor housing 
to a blender Working end. The Working end includes a rotat 
able mixing tool enclosed in part by a blade guard. A resilient 
spatula ring is attached to the blade guard as an extension 
thereof. The spatula ring has a spatula edge and suf?cient 
?exibility to conform to inner surface contours of a mixing 
Vessel. A spatula ring may also be provided as an aftermarket 
product to ?t existing immersion blender models. 

8 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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IMMERSION BLENDER SPATULA RING 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to hand-held immersion 
blenders, sometimes referred to as hand mixers. 

Hand-held immersion blenders are Well known, and take 
the form of a motor housing and an elongate shaft housing 
extending from the motor housing to a blender Working end or 
mixing end. The blender Working end includes a rotatable 
mixing tool or blade enclosed in part by a blade guard. The 
shaft housing and blade guard may be made of a hard plastic 
material, or of stainless steel, and are in some cases of one 
piece unitary construction. In many immersion blenders, the 
blade guard takes the form of a skirt-like shroud Which 
resembles a bell, terminating in a generally circular shroud 
edge de?ning an opening for access to the mixing blade. To 
facilitate mixing, ?oW slots or apertures are provided in the 
sides of the skirt-like shroud. In other immersionblenders, the 
blade guard is reduced basically to a disk above the mixing 
blade and several doWnWardly extending legs Which together 
are su?icient to prevent the rotating mixing blade from con 
tacting the Walls of a mixing vessel. 

During use, the Working or mixing end and a portion of the 
shaft housing are inserted into a mixing vessel, While the 
blender is held in a user’s hand by the motor housing. The 
mixing vessel may, as examples, be a food mixing boWl, a 
saucepan on a stove, or a single-serving drinking glass. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In one aspect, an immersion blender is provided, including 
a motor housing and an elongate shaft housing extending 
from the motor housing to a blender Working end. The Work 
ing end includes a rotatable mixing tool enclosed in part by a 
blade guard. A resilient spatula ring is attached to the blade 
guard as an extension of the blade guard. The spatula ring has 
a spatula edge and su?icient ?exibility to conform to inner 
surface contours of a mixing vessel. 

In another aspect, a spatula ring is provided for an immer 
sion blender of the type including a motor housing and an 
elongate shaft housing extending from the motor housing to a 
blender Working end, the Working end including a rotatable 
mixing tool enclosed in part by a blade guard. The spatula ring 
has an attachment end con?gured for attachment to the blade 
guard of the immersion blender as an extension of the blade 
guard, and has a spatula edge. The spatula ring is made of a 
resilient material and has su?icient ?exibility to conform to 
inner surface contours of a mixing vessel. 

In yet another aspect, an immersion blender is provided, 
including a motor housing and an elongate shaft housing 
extending from the motor housing to a blender Working end. 
The Working end includes a rotatable mixing tool enclosed in 
part by a skirt-like shroud terminating in a loWer generally 
circular edge de?ning an opening for access to the mixing 
tool. The shroud includes a relatively rigid structural portion 
immediately adjacent the elongate shaft housing transitioning 
to a relatively resilient generally cylindrical spatula ring por 
tion adjacent the edge. The spatula ring portion has suf?cient 
?exibility to conform to inner surface contours of a mixing 
vessel. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a three-dimensional vieW of an immersion 
blender including a spatula ring embodying the invention; 
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2 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged vieW, partially in cross section, of the 

Working end of the FIG. 1 immersion blender; 
FIG. 3 is a similar vieW, depicting an alternative embodi 

ment in Which the spatula ring has internal and external 
retaining lips; 

FIG. 4 is a similar vieW, depicting yet another embodiment, 
Wherein the spatula ring includes projections Which clip into 
the ?oW slots of the immersion blender; 

FIG. 5 is a similar vieW, depicting yet another embodiment, 
Wherein the spatula ring is internally mounted; and 

FIG. 6 is a similar vieW depicting another immersion 
blender Wherein a shroud includes a relatively rigid structural 
portion transitioning to a relatively resilient generally cylin 
drical spatula ring portion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

A problem With conventional hand-held immersion blend 
ers as brie?y described hereinabove under the heading “Back 
ground of the Invention” is that the curvature of the hard 
plastic or stainless steel Working end of the immersion 
blender does not match the curvature of the sides of a typical 
glass or other mixing vessel into Which the blender is 
immersed and, in fact, that Would be nearly impossible to do. 
Consequently, actual contact betWeen the Working end of the 
immersion blender and the side of the glass or mixing vessel 
is essentially limited to a geometric point, making it di?icult 
to effectively use the immersion blender as a spatula When it 
is desired to scrape along the sides of the glass. 

In embodiments of the invention, a ?exible spatula ring, 
Which may take the form of skirt or ?ange, as examples, is 
attached to or forms a part of the Working end of an immersion 
blender. The spatula ring ?exes to conform to the curvature of 
the sides of the mixing vessel, and serves as a spatula When 
mixing. The spatula ring can be provided as a detachable 
accessory, or integrally molded into or included as part of the 
basic immersion blender. 

Referring noW to FIG. 1, an immersion blender 10 includes 
a motor housing 12 and an elongate shaft housing 14 extend 
ing from the motor housing 12 to a blender Working end, 
generally designated 16. The Working end 16 is also termed a 
mixing end 16. The Working end 16 includes a rotatable 
mixing tool 18 or blade 18, enclosed in part by a blade guard 
20. In the immersion blender 10 of FIG. 1, the blade guard 20 
takes the particular form of a skirt-like shroud 20, Which 
resembles a bell. The shroud 20 terminates in a loWer gener 
ally circular shroud edge 22 Which de?nes a round opening 24 
for access to the mixing tool 18 or blade 18. To facilitate the 
circulation of material being mixed or blended, apertures in 
the form of ?oW slots 26 are formed in the sides of the shroud 
20 so that material being mixed ?oWs upWard into the opening 
24 and out through the ?oW slots 26, driven by the mixing tool 
18 or blade 18 as it rotates. 

In other immersion blenders, such as Bamix® hand mixers 
(not shoWn), the blade guard 20 is reduced basically to a disk 
above the mixing blade and several doWnWardly extending 
legs. The disk and legs together are su?icient to prevent the 
rotating mixing blade from contacting the Walls of a mixing 
vessel. The legs also alloW the immersion blender to stand on 
its end. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the motor housing 12, elon 
gate shaft housing 14 and shroud 20 are illustrated as though 
they are of unitary construction, and such is one possibility. 
Immersion blenders embodying the invention may be pro 
vided Wherein the motor housing, elongate shaft housing 14 
and shroud 20 are separate pieces, or made in other unitary 
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combinations.Various materials or combinations of materials 
may be employed. The most common materials are hard 
plastic and stainless steel. 

In FIG. 1, basic internal components of the immersion 
blender are represented in dash lines, including an electric 
motor 30 driving a rotatable shaft 32 Which in turn drives the 
mixing tool 18. The electric motor 30 is poWered via a con 
ventional electric poWer cord 34, and the operation of the 
electric motor 3 0 is controlled by a representative push button 
sWitch 36. 

Referring noW to FIG. 2, in addition to FIG. 1, a resilient 
spatula ring 40 is attached to the blade guard 20 as an exten 
sion of the blade guard 20. In the particular embodiment 
illustrated Wherein the blade guard 20 takes the form of a 
skirt-like shroud 20 Which resembles a bell, the spatula ring 
40 is generally cylindrical and is attached to the shroud 20 as 
an extension of the shroud 20 beyond the loWer shroud edge 
22. The spatula ring 40 terminates in a spatula edge 42, and 
has su?icient ?exibility to conform to inner surface contours 
of a mixing vessel (not shoWn). The spatula ring 40 may be 
made of a heat-resistant material, such as a synthetic silicone 
rubber, for use in mixing hot foods like sauces and gravies, 
not just cooler foods. 

Although the spatula ring 40 is characterized herein as 
“generally cylindrical,” it Will be appreciated that, preferably, 
the spatula ring 40 is slightly ?ared or belled to enhance 
effectiveness as a spatula. Alternatively, the spatula ring 40 
could be tapered in. The terminology “generally cylindrical 
spatula ring” is intended to encompass such variations. 
The spatula ring 40 of FIG. 2 takes the simple form of an 

elastic ring, someWhat resembling a Wide rubber band, Which 
is retained on the shroud 20 by friction. Adhesive (not shown) 
may also be employed. The spatula ring 40 may be sold as a 
part of the immersion blender 10, or may be sold as an add-on 
accessory, either by the original manufacturer, or as an after 
market item. Although not shoWn in FIG. 2, the spatula ring 
40 can be provided With a circular inner step on the radially 
inner surface to limit hoW far up the spatula ring 40 can slide 
onto the shroud 20, thereby also serving as a repeatable posi 
tioning locator. 

Immersion blender spatula rings embodying the invention 
may be provided in a Wide variety of speci?c forms. By Way 
of example and not limitation, three such forms are illustrated 
in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5, respectively, brie?y described next beloW. 

In FIG. 3, a spatula ring 50 terminates in a tapered spatula 
edge 52, and includes an annular slot 54 de?ned betWeen 
inner and outer retaining lips 56 and 58. The annular slot 54 
receives the loWer edge 22 and a portion of the shroud 20. The 
annular slot 54 and the retaining lips 56 and 58 are dimen 
sioned for su?icient frictional retention. An adhesive (not 
shoWn) may also be employed. 

In FIG. 4, a spatula ring 60 includes a spatula edge 62, as 
Well as an annular slot 64 betWeen inner and outer retaining 
lips 66 and 68, generally as described above With reference to 
the spatula ring 50 of FIG. 3. In order to better retain the 
spatula ring 60, the spatula ring 60 of FIG. 4 additionally 
includes a plurality of spaced projections 70 Which extend 
upWardly from the outer retaining lip 68. The projections 70 
terminate in hook-like ?anges 72 Which extend radially 
inWardly and engage the loWer edges of the ?oW slots 26. 

In FIG. 5, a spatula ring 80 again terminates in a spatula 
edge 82. The spatula ring 80 is someWhat “internally” 
mounted to the shroud 20, and includes an inner lip 84 de?n 
ing a step 86 Which contacts the loWer shroud edge 22. The 
spatula ring 80 may be adhesively attached. 

Again, although four different spatula ring embodiments 
are illustrated in FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, it Will be 
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4 
appreciated that a variety of forms and attachment methods 
may be employed, including, inner and outer steps to limit 
hoW far the generally cylindrical spatula ring can slide onto 
the blade guard 20, small lips that prevent the spatula ring 
from being pulled aWay from the blade guard 20 in use. 
Various structures such as clips, rings, springs, notches and 
“detents” may be provided, as necessary, to adapt to the blade 
guards of existing immersion blenders to provide aftermarket 
spatula rings con?gured to ?t existing immersion blender 
models. An existing immersion blender design may have a 
minor modi?cation to the blade guard to facilitate attachment 
of a spatula ring. Spatula rings embodying the invention may 
be con?gured to ?t immersion blenders other than the immer 
sion blender of FIG. 1, such as immersion blenders Wherein 
the blade guard 20 takes a form other than a skirt-like shroud 
Which resembles a bell. Spatula rings embodying the inven 
tion can be a separate piece that detachedly mounts on an 
immersion blender, or integrally molded or otherWise perma 
nently or ?xedly attached to an immersion blender. A spatula 
ring may be all one homogeneous material, or a spatula ring 
may employ metal or harder plastic clips or other hardWare 
device for attachment. A spatula ring may mount to the inside 
or outside of the blade guard or bell, or some combination, 
With or Without positioning steps or lips. 

Referring ?nally to FIG. 6, an immersion blender 90 is 
represented by its Working end 92 or mixing end 92, and a 
portion of its elongate shaft housing 94. The motor housing 
and elongate shaft housing 94 of the immersionblender 90 are 
generally identical to the motor housing 12 and elongate shaft 
housing 14 of the immersion blender 10 described herein 
above With reference to FIG. 1. 

In FIG. 6, the Working end 92 includes a rotatable mixing 
tool 96 orblade 96 driven by a rotatable shaft 98, and enclosed 
in part by a skirt-like shroud 100 or bell 100 terminating in a 
loWer generally circular shroud edge 102, among other 
things, de?ning an opening 104 for access to the mixing tool 
96 or blade 96. Apertures in the form of ?oW slots 106 are 
provided in the sides of the shroud 100 or bell 100. 

The shroud 100 includes a relatively rigid structural por 
tion 108 immediately adjacent the elongate shaft housing 94, 
transitioning to a relatively resilient generally cylindrical 
spatula ring portion 110 adjacent the loWer shroud edge 102. 
A transition region betWeen the relatively rigid structural 
portion 108 and the relatively resilient structural ring portion 
110 is generally designated 112. The spatula ring portion 108 
has suf?cient ?exibility to conform to inner surface contours 
of a mixing vessel (not shoWn). 
The shroud 100 of FIG. 6 is made of a softerplastic, and the 

difference betWeen the relatively rigid structural portion 108 
and the relatively resilient spatula ring portion 110 is pro 
vided by a variation in material thickness, since the tWo are 
unitary and of the same material. Thus, the material thickness 
of the spatula ring portion 110 is less than the material thick 
ness of the relatively rigid structural portion 108. As an alter 
native (not illustrated), the relatively rigid structural portion 
108 can be achieved by providing internal stiffening ribs (not 
shoWn), rather than a greater Wall thickness. As another alter 
native (not illustrated), the relatively resilient spatula ring 
portion 110 can be achieved by incorporating slits (not 
shoWn) in the edge 102, With or Without a reduced Wall 
thickness. The immersionblender 90 is a compromise design, 
because the relatively rigid structural portion 108 is not as 
rigid as a shroud Which is made of hard plastic or metal, and 
the relatively resilient spatula ring portion 110 is not as ?ex 
ible as a rubber spatula ring. Nevertheless, the spatula func 
tionality is provided. 
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While speci?c embodiments of the invention have been 
illustrated and described herein, it is realized that numerous 
modi?cations and changes Will occur to those skilled in the 
art. It is therefore to be understood that the appended claims 
are intended to cover all such modi?cations and changes as 
fall Within the true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An immersion blender comprising: 
a motor housing; 
an elongate shaft housing extending from said motor hous 

ing to a blender Working end; 
said Working end including a rotatable mixing tool 

enclosed in part by a blade guard; and 
a resilient spatula ring attached to said blade guard as an 

extension of said blade guard, said spatula ring having a 
spatula edge and su?icient ?exibility to conform to inner 
surface contours of a mixing vessel. 

2. The immersion blender of claim 1, Wherein said spatula 
ring is capable of being repeatedly attached to and detached 
from said blade guard as an accessory. 

3. The immersion blender of claim 1, Wherein said spatula 
ring is an integral part of said immersion blender. 

4. The immersion blender of claim 1, Wherein: 
said blade guard comprises a skirt-like shroud terminating 

in a loWer generally circular shroud edge de?ning an 
opening for access to said mixing tool; and 

said spatula ring is generally cylindrical and is attached to 
said shroud as an extension of said shroud beyond said 
shroud edge. 

5. A spatula ring for an immersion blender of the type 
including a motor housing and an elongate shaft housing 
extending from said motor housing to a blender Working end, 
the Working end including a rotatable mixing tool enclosed in 
part by a blade guard, said spatula ring: 
made of a resilient material; 
having an attachment end con?gured for attachment to the 

blade guard of the immersion blender as an extension of 
the blade guard; 

6 
having a spatula edge; and 
having su?icient ?exibility to conform to inner surface 

contours of a mixing vessel. 
6. The spatula ring of claim 5, Which is generally cylindri 

5 cal. 
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7. An immersion blender comprising: 
a motor housing; 
an elongate shaft housing extending from said motor hous 

ing to a blender Working end; and 
said Working end including a rotatable mixing tool 

enclosed in part by a skirt-like shroud terminating in a 
loWer generally circular edge de?ning an opening for 
access to said mixing tool; 

said shroud including a relatively rigid structural portion 
immediately adjacent said elongate shaft housing tran 
sitioning to a relatively resilient generally cylindrical 
spatula ring portion adjacent said edge, said spatula ring 
portion having su?icient ?exibility to conform to inner 
surface contours of a mixing vessel. 

8. An immersion blender comprising: 
a motor housing; 
an elongate shaft housing extending from said motor hous 

ing to a blender Working end; and 
said Working end including a rotatable mixing tool 

enclosed in part by a skirt-like shroud terminating in a 
loWer generally circular edge de?ning an opening for 
access to said mixing tool; 

said shroud being made of plastic, and including a rela 
tively rigid structural portion immediately adjacent said 
elongate shaft housing transitioning to a relatively resil 
ient generally cylindrical spatula ring portion adjacent 
said edge, said spatula ring portion having suf?cient 
?exibility to conform to inner surface contours of a 
mixing vessel, the material thickness of said spatula ring 
portion being less than the material thickness of said 
relatively rigid structural portion. 

* * * * * 


